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10 SI ADDANG ON NA=TULOD 
ST Addang LK STAT-bravery 

by Juan Baluga 

iy=awi ma=tagu=da si 
from=dist.past STAT=person=I,3,PL DET 

ina=tulod=da on maa=patoy si.dat 
AB=bravery=II,3,PL LK SF.NCMP=kill OBJ 

a=busul=da. 2. Dat i-Guinaang ya 
??=enemy=II,3,PL ST from=Guinaang CONJ 

man=pa=patoy ta aangil='an=da 
SF.NCMP=CONT=kill CONJ SFrNCMP:see=NR=II,3.PL 

si ma=palgang. 3. Si.dat i=Guinaang adu 
REF STAT-defeat ST from=Guinaang many 

dit na=patoy an dida maigapu si.dat 
T STAT=kill DET III,3,PL because DET 

payaw=da on na=wala=wala ta 
rice.terrace=II,3,PL LK STAT=CONT=separate CONJ 

man='isdung ad dat i=Luhuagan no 
SF,NCMP=look.down SUB T from=Lubuagan COND 

awad ossaan si tagu si ila=n=da 
EXT one DET person DET see=OF,NCMP=II,3,PL 

mamatoy an siya. 
SF,NCMP:kill DET III.3,SG 
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ADDANG, WHO WAS BRAVE 

1. The (people) who 
went ahead long ago 
lived by their 
bravery in fighting 
with their enemies. 
2. The people from 
Guinaang and from 
Lubuagan fought all 
the time with each 
other to see who would 
be defeated. 3. *Many 
of the people from 
Guinaang were 
killed because their 
rice terraces were 
separated, and when 
(people) from Lubuagan 
looked down (from a 
higher elevation). if 
they saw one person. 
they stealthily went 
to kill him. 

4 .  Maigapu sit adagu=n od Addang 4. Because of the 
Because DET compassion=* PO Addang pity Addang felt for 

his fellow villagers 
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si.dat a=ili=ana on i=Guinaang from Guinaang, he went 
DET ??=village=NR:II,3,SG LK from=Guinaang to lie in wait at 

Tanap, which was land 
imm=oy s=umm=anob od *Tanap of the Lubuagan 
SF,CMP=go=1,3,SG anbe=SF,CMP=_-. LOC Tanap people. 5 .  It was not 

long before enemies 
on pita=n dat i=Lubuagan. 5 .  Issa pon from Lubuagan 
LK land=* PO from=Lubuagan NEG=I,3,SG AP appeared. 

na=bayag ot t=um=o'wal dat busul 
STAT=long.time SEQ aqeear=SF.NCMP=--_ T enemy 

6. Si Addang ya si Gunnay on 
ST Addang CONJ DET Gunnay LK 

pigsa=da ya tulod=da omya adu 
strength=II,3,PL CONJ bravery=II,3,PL but many 

dat a=patoy=da on nal=lilmot an 
T ??=kill=II.3.PL LK SF,CMP=surround DET 

6. Addang and 
Gunnay, his companion, 
gave it all their 
strength and their 
courage, but their 
enemies who surrounded 
them were (too) many. 
7. The Lubuagan people 
drove Addang and his 
companion to the 
Atalbawan precipice. 
which was very high. 

dida. 7. Si.dat i=Lubuagan 
II1.3,PL ST f rom=I.ubuagan 

in=dullus=da da Addang sit 
IP.CMP=rush.toward=II,3.PL T Addang REF 

doplas od *Atalbawan on andu=andu on 
precipice PO Atalbawan LK INT=long LK 

doplas. 
precipice 

8. Gapu.ta si Addang ya si Gunnay 8. Because Addang 
because ST Addang CONJ DET Gunnay and Gunnay knew that 

they would die, since 
tigammu=da on ma=toy=da t a they were encircled. 
know=II,S,PL LK STAT=die=I,3,PL CONJ they decided to commit 

suicide. They would 
na=ulum=da posol dit leap from the 
STAT=encircle=I,3,PL suicide DET precipice, for they 

did not want to be 
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oon=da o t 
do/make:OF,NCMP-II.3.PL SEQ 

l=um=ayug=da sit doplas ta 
leap=SF.NCMP=..-_=I,3,PL REF precipice CONJ 

issa=da pon piya=on dit 
NEG=II,3,PL AP like=OF,NCMP T 

ma-sinat-da si.dat i=Lubuagan. 9. Si 
STAT=behead=I,3,PL REF from=Lubuagan ST 

na=tulod ya mingol=a Addang 
STAT=bravery CONJ warrior-LK Addang 

in=kugit=na dit inga=n dit 
IF,CMP=scribed.line=II,3.SG T ear=* PO 

gaman=na ot l=um=ayug. 
head.ax=II,3.SG SEQ leap=SF,NCMP=._-_=1,3,SG 

10. Si Gunnay l=umm=ayug abos omya 
ST Gunnay llap.=SF, CMP=_~._=I. 3, SG also but 

ni=sadang sit gawa=n dit doplas. 
STAT=caught=I.S.SG LOC middle=* PO precipice 

11. Sit l=umm=ayug=an=da 
TI leap=SF,CMP=---=NR=II,3,PL 

p=in=a=bulun=an dat i=Lubuagan 
CAUS=CMP=-__=companion=RF NTS from=Lubuagan 

dida si da=dal'ol on batu omya 
T,III,3,PL DET PL=big LK stone but 

issa=da pon na=punta=an. 12. In=aasi=yan 
NEG=I,3,PL AP STAT=hit.home-RF CMP=pity=RF 

beheaded by the 
Lubuagan people. 
9. The brave warrior 
Addang dug the tip 
of his head ax into 
the ground, and he 
leaped. 10. Gunnay 
leaped also, but he 
was caught (on 
something) in the 
middle of the 
precipice. 11. When 
they jumped, the 
Lubuagan people caused 
large stones to 
accompany them, but 
the (two men) were not 
struck. 12. God pitied 
them. 

Apo.Dios dida. 
God T,III,3,PL 
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Ethnographic and Linguistic Notes on ADIIANG. WHO WAS BRAVE 

3. The Lubuagan people were able to look down on the Guinaang people, 
particularly those from Dangtalan and Puapo, because they would be at a 
higher elevation. If one refers to the upper map on page vi, he will see 
that north of Lubuagan where the Batong Buhay road turns westward the 
elevation is 950 meters. Further west the elevation has increased to 999 
meters. Then turning to Puapo and Dangtalan, he sees that Puapn's elevation 
is 575 meters and Dangtalan"~. 550 meters. Thus, the Lubuagan people would 
be occupying the higher ground. 

4. T& which means 'flat, level', is the name of an area that, although 
not actually level, is of more or less gradual descent northward from where 
the Batong Buhay road turns westward. The Lubuagan-to-Balbalasang trail, as 
indicated by the dotted line, crosses Tanap. 

7.Atalbdwan. The northern limit of Tanap is a sharp descent down to the 
area around Puapo and Dangtalan. It is along this descent that Atalbawan is 
found. Atalbawan is a precipice and also a waterfall, which on the upper 
map on page vi would be slightly west of the Lubuagan-to-Balbalasang trail 
and a bit north of the east-west broken line marking the southern limit of 
Guinaang Region. 




